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2nd Quarter 2017
“VISTA L.A.” MAGAZINE SHOW

Show: VIS #0816R ABC7 “Vista L.A.” 
Air Date: 4/22/17 
Length: 30 minutes
Origin: Local 
Type: Public Affairs, Informational, Magazine show 

Vista L.A. Correspondents:  Patricia Lopez, Alysha Del Valle, Anabel Munoz 

 
Theme: Buen Provecho
For when your body is starting to run on empty and it’s time to fill up, these restaurants are on top of their 
game with their Latin inspired foods with. But these are not your ordinary taco stands, but ones that come 
with a surprise! From some flavorful Vegan Cubano Sandwiches and Churros to some deep fried Pork 
Belly tacos, these are some foods that you don’t want to miss. 

Broken Spanish 
Chef Ray Garcia draws inspiration for his food on the diverse flavors of his childhood. This Angelino 
creates traditional dishes with a modern twists. 

Horchateria Rio Luna   
These are your favorite childhood Mexican sweets, from Horchatas to Churros, but are created in a one of 
a kind way. See what all the buzz is about in Paramount.

Tempo Urban Kitchen 
These traveling Chefs are infuses global flavors into fresh and stunning new cuisines. Using soley 
sustainable ingredients this kitchen, is making these from Short Rib Tacos with Guinness mole to 
Watermelon Sashimi. 

Sonoritas Prime Tacos 
With everything made from scratch and a deep love of flavors from the Mexican state of Sonora, 
Sonoritas serves tacos and authentic plates that could not be considered fast food. If you’re a fan of 
Mexican food, this is one Westside restaurant, you’ll want to try. 

SunCafé
Warning: this restaurant’s food is delicious AND VEGAN! SunCafé in Studio City serves up some 
serious comfort food, like a Mac N Cheese or Nachos made with all raw, organic and vegan ingredients. 
The restaurant also offers classes to step up your vegan cooking game at home. 

Vaka Burger Express 
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Made from only organic- grass fed beef, these hamburgesas are guaranteed to make your mouth water. 
Drive over to Chef Aaron Perez hometown, Boyle Heights, for a cool selection of beer and their famous 
Truff burger and side of specialty fries.  

Ikea Kitchens
Everyone loves to eat out, but eating at home can be fun too, especially if you have a beautiful, functional 
kitchen. So our Patricia Lopez set out to find the easiest, most affordable way to update her kitchen with 
cool, innovative features and high quality cabinets, countertops and even appliances at Ikea. 


